In this manuscript a unified framework for conducting inference on complex aggregated data in high dimensional settings is proposed. The data are assumed to be a collection of multiple non-Gaussian realizations with underlying undirected graphical structures. Utilizing the concept of median graphs in summarizing the commonality across these graphical structures, a novel semiparametric approach to modeling such complex aggregated data is provided along with robust estimation of the median graph, which is assumed to be sparse. The estimator is proved to be consistent in graph recovery and an upper bound on the rate of convergence is given. Experiments on both synthetic and real datasets are conducted to illustrate the empirical usefulness of the proposed models and methods.
or region of interest summary of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans where a graphical representation of brain connectivity is of interest. The proposed approach does not assume a common underlying graph for each subject. Instead, the population graph defined is a summary, looking at commonalities in graphical structure across a population of heterogeneous graphs. Thus it is proposed that under the presumption of variation in brain graphical network structure, the investigation of a population graph is of conceptual and practical interest, especially when comparing population graphs across clinical diagnoses.
To best summarize the information from aggregated network datasets, the idea of "median graphs" from the pattern recognition field (Bunke and Shearer, 1998; Jiang et al., 2001 ) is employed. However, it is herein extended to sparse median graphs. A sparse median graph is defined as the sparse graph that has the smallest sum of Hamming distances to all graphs in a given sample. Combined with the strength of the nonparanormal modeling, a new method for estimating sparse median graphs is proposed. It is then proven that the obtained estimator is consistent and the upper bound on the convergence rate with respect to the Hamming distance is established.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 notation is introduced and the nonparanormal distribution and rank-based estimators are reviewed. In Section 3, the model is introduced and the definition of sparse median graphs is given. In Section 4, rank-based estimation procedures are provided. In Section 5, the theoretical properties of the proposed procedure for graph recovery are given. Section 6 demonstrates experimental results on both synthetic and real-world datasets to back up our theoretical results. Discussions are provided in the last section. We define diag(M) to be an diagonal matrix with diagonal values same as that of M and off-diagonal values to be zero. Liu et al. (2009) and showed that the Gaussian graphical model can be relaxed to the nonparanormal graphical model without significant loss of inference power when the data are Gaussian distributed and with significant gain of inference power when it is not. This observation plays an role in our proposed model for relaxing the Gaussian assumption. In this section, the nonparanormal distribution family is introduced with the corresponding graphical model, following definitions in .
Background
Let
The Nonparanormal
be a set of univariate strictly increasing functions.
where I d ∈ R d×d is the identity matrix. Σ is referred to as the latent correlation matrix
and Ω := Σ −1 as the latent concentration matrix.
Although the nonparanormal distribution family is strictly larger than the Gaussian distribution family, Liu et al. (2009) showed that the conditional independence property of the nonparanormal is still encoded in the latent concentration matrix Ω. More specifically, provided that the random vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) T is nonparanormally distributed (i.e.
2.2 Rank-based Estimator and Xue and Zou (2012) exploited the rank-based estimator, Kendall's tau, in inferring the latent concentration matrix Ω in the nonparanormal family. Let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R d , with x i = (x i1 , . . . , x id ) T for i = 1, . . . , n, be n observed data points of a random vector X. The Kendall's tau statistic is defined as:
The Kendall's tau statistic is monotone transformation-invariant correlation between the empirical realizations of X j and X k for any j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Let R = [ R jk ] ∈ R d×d , with
be the Kendall's tau matrix. showed that if X is nonparanormally distributed, R is a consistent estimator of the latent correlation matrix Σ of X (with respect to element-wise sup norm || · || max ), even when the order of d is nearly exponentially larger than n.
Since the latent concentration matrix, Ω = Σ −1 , fully encodes the nonparanormal graphical model and R is a consistent estimator of Σ, Kendal's tau is a good estimate in estimating the nonparanormal graphical model, as it directly estimates the latent concentration matrix. Based on the Kendall's tau matrix, proposed the nonparanormal skeptic by directly plugging R into any statistical methods in calculating the inverse covariance/correlation matrix. In this paper, we will focus on one particular statistical method, CLIME (Cai et al., 2011) . Further details of the non paranormal skeptic are given in Section 4.
Models and Concepts

Models
In this section the proposed approach for modeling the complex aggregated data is given. Assume that the data are aggregated from multiple datasets, each of which is distributed according to a different nonparanormal distribution. More specifically, let X 1 , . . . , X T be T different random vectors with X t = (X t1 , . . . , X td )
Sparse Median Graphs
In this section, the concept of a sparse median graph is introduced, combining the ideas of median graphs from Jiang et al. (2001) and the sparsity concept commonly adopted in high dimensional statistic (Bühlmann and van de Geer, 2011) .
be a distance function on the graph space. Jiang et al. (2001) define the median graph (reproduced in Definition 3.1) as the graph that has the smallest sum of distances to all graphs in a given set.
the median graph G * is defined by
When T is large, G * will not be sparse and therefore the resulting median graph may not be interpretable. To attack this problem, consider the concept of a "sparse median graph". The sparse median graph is the graph that has the smallest sum of distances to all graphs in a given set and the non-zero entries in the graph is less than or equal to a small value s d 2 . In particular, we use the Hamming distance || · || H in calculating the distance of any two graphs.
The sparse median graph G * s is defined as
where || · || H represents the number of non-zero entries in the upper triangle of the matrix of interest.
The next proposition presents an equivalent representation of G * s and further discusses identifiablility conditions of the model. Proposition 3.3. Let G t , t = 1, . . . , T and G * s be the sparse median graph defined as above. Let ζ jk = t G t jk and r jk be the rank of all values {ζ jk } j<k . Then:
Moreover, the model is identifiable with respect to G * s if and only if there are no ties around rank s for the sequence {ζ jk } j<k .
Methods
T , i = 1, . . . , n t be n t independent realizations of X t (defined in Section 3.1). The observed data are {x t i } for t = 1, . . . , T and i = 1, . . . , n t and the target is to estimate the sparse median graph G * s defined in Equation (3.2). The proposed method is a two step procedure. In the first step, the nonparanormal skeptic is used to obtain the estimators
. In the second step, G * s is estimated based on the estimators { G t } T t=1 obtained in the first step. More specifically, in the first step, for each t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, let
where τ jk (·) is defined in Equation (2.2). By using
can plug R t into CLIME to get estimates of Ω t and G t :
where λ t > 0 is a tuning parameter. Cai et al. (2011) show that this optimization can be decomposed into d vector minimization problems, each of which can be reformulated as a linear program. Thus, it has the potential to scale to very large problems. Once Ω t is obtained, one can apply an additional thresholding step to estimate the graph, G t . For this, the graph estimator G t ∈ {0, 1} d×d is defined, in which a pair (j, k) satisfies that G t jk = 0 if and only if Ω t jk > γ t . Here γ t is another tuning parameter. However, in practice, the CLIME algorithm works well without a second step truncation.
In the second step, provided that the estimates { G t , t = 1, . . . , T } have been obtained, the following equation is optimized to obtain G * s
where the term ||G|| H ≤ s controls the sparsity degree of G. In this paper, it is assumed that s is known. Consider then the following proposition, which states that Equation (4.2) has a closed-form solution.
Proposition 4.1. Let ζ jk be defined as
Remark 4.2. For simplicity, it is assumed that there are no ties around the rank s for the sequence { ζ jk }. If the model discussed in Section 3 is identifiable and several mild conditions as shown in Section 5 hold, then there are no ties with high probability.
Theoretical Properties
In this section the estimators from Section 4 are proved to be consistent for the true median graph. Notably, an nonasymptotic bound on the rate of convergence in estimating the sparse median graph with respect to the Hamming distance is provided.
Additional notation is required. Let M d be a quantity which may scale with the dimension d. Define
For q = 0, the class S d (q, s, M d ) contains all the s-sparse matrices. The next theorem provides the parameter estimation and graph estimation consistency results for the nonparanormal skeptic estimator defined in Equation (4.1).
Theorem 5.1 ). Let
with 0 ≤ q < 1. Let Ω t be defined in Equation (4.1). There exist constants, C 0 and C 1 , only depending on q, such that whenever one chooses the tuning parameter
, with probability no less than 1 − d 2 ,
. Let G t be the graph estimator defined in Section 4 with the second tuning parameter
where 1 > 0 is a constant that does not depend on (n t , d, s t ).
Proof. Combining the Theorems 1 and 7 in Cai et al. (2011) and Theorem 4.2 in .
Theorem 5.2 (Consistency). With the above notation, the assumptions from Theorem 5.1, λ t , γ t fixed and the model in Section 3 is identifiable, then
where G * s is defined as in Equation (4.2).
Proof. If the model is identifiable, then one only needs to show that with high probability, all G t can be recovered. Note that the union bound in Theorem 5.1 yields that
This completes the proof.
The next theorem provides an upper bound of the rate of convergence with respect to the Hamming distance. Such a result is based on the recent explorations in graph recovery with respect to the Hamming distance (Ke et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2012) .
Theorem 5.3 (Rate of convergence). Assume that the above assumptions in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold. Let A t be the event that
and let κ
Recall that δ t ∈ R is defined such that:
Note that such a bound has been established in some constrained situations, for example, in Jin et al. (2012) (Theorem 1.2) . LetḠ * be the graph defined as:
First we consider quantifying the difference between G * s andḠ * . Let u jk := |ζ jk − κ * |. We reorder {u jk } from the smallest to the largest such that
. Let N * be defined as:
Then, conditioning on the event t A t , we have the difference between G t and G t with regard to the Hamming distance is at most t δ t , and therefore
In particular, reminding that u
Consider now quantifying the difference betweenḠ * and G * s . Using Equation (5.4) and the fact that ||G * s || H = s, one obtains
Combing with the fact that || G *
Accordingly, by the triangle inequality, with high probability,
Remark 5.4. The bound constructed in Equation (5.2) is to balance the difference of {G t } T t=1 to G * s and the estimation error of G t to G t . In other words, the better it is to differentiate {G t } with G * s in the population level and the more accuracy G t can approach G t , the better the final estimator can converge to the sparse median graph.
Applications
In this section the performance of the proposed method is investigated on synthetic and real-world datasets. Three procedures are considered here: NP: the algorithm to approximate the sparse median graphs using the "naive" Pearson sample correlation matrix on the whole datasets without considering the difference among different datasets.
Pearson: the algorithm to approximate the sparse median graphs using the Pearson sample correlation matrix on each datasets and then combining them together. Kendall: the proposed rank-based estimator to approximate the sparse median graphs using the Kendall's tau correlation matrix on each datasets and then combining them together.
Here the tuning parameters are selected by using the StARS stability-based approach (Liu 
Synthetic Data
In numeric simulations, there are T = 10 different datasets, n = 100 samples in each dataset, and the dimensionality is set to be d = 100. Each dataset is distributed to a different nonparanormal distribution, corresponding according to a different undirected graph G t . To build the model as developed in Section 3, assume that there exists a sparse median graph in each setting, denoted by G * s . Then for t = 1, . . . , T , 10 edges are randomly added to G * s for generating G t . The following five models are adopted for the graph, G * s : banded, clustered, hub, random and scale-free. A typical run of the generated graphs G t for a specific t are illustrated in Figure 1 . Here in each figure, the black edges represent the ones present in both G * s and G t , and the red edges represent the one only present in G t .
The covariance matrix,Σ, was then generated from the above five models using the huge package . To generate Σ t for each submodel corresponding to each separate dataset, let Σ
Thus the data obtained is X = {x
All three methods NP, Pearson and Kendall were used to approximate the sparse median graph G. Results are presented in Figure 2 .
There are two main conclusions drawn from the simulation results: (i) provided that one knows that the data are aggregated from different datasets, each of which is distributed differently, it is better to use the proposed algorithm than naively conducting analysis on the whole data without considering potential heteroscedasticity. This can be observed by comparing Pearson with NP. (ii) Kendall's empirical performance is significantly better than that of Pearson, which is not surprising because in the simulation set up every dataset is nonparanormally instead of Gaussian distributed. Nonetheless, the extent of the impact of errantly assuming Gaussianity can be severe.
ADHD Data
In this section the performance of the proposed method is investigated on a brain imaging dataset, the ADHD 200 dataset (Milham et al., 2012; Eloyan et al., 2012) . The ADHD 200 dataset is a landmark study compiling over 1,000 functional and structural scans including subjects with and without attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD). The data used in the analysis are from 776 subjects: 491 controls and 285 children diagnosed with ADHD of various subtypes. Each has at least one blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) resting state functional MRI scans. The number of scans within an fMRI resting state session varies from 76 to 276, which were measured with different times between images (so called TR) as well as different scan lengths. The varying TR and length of scanning stress the importance of addressing subject-level heteroscedasticity in graph estimates. The data also include demographic variables as predictors. These include age, IQ, gender and handedness. We refer to Eloyan et al. (2012) for detailed data preprocessing procedures used in this analysis.
We constructed our predictors by extracting 264 voxels that broadly cover major functional regions of the cerebral cortex and cerebellum following Power et al. (2011) . The locations of these 264 voxels are illustrated in Figure 3 and the value of each voxel is calculated as the mean of all data points inside these small seed regions. The information of the demographic variables was combined, in a final data matrix with the dimension 268 × 776. While different subjects will have different functional connectivity graphs, interest lies in common edges across different subjects' networks via classic neuroscientific principles of common functional specification and neural organization. The target is thus to use the concept of sparse median graphs and obtain sparse population averaged graphs. This was done separately for subjects with and without diagnosed ADHD. Several population median graph contrasts of interest were investigated and in include: ADHD case status (denoted by Case and Control), gender (denoted by Female and Male) and age.
Given the pediatric population in the ADHD study, this investigates young adults versus children using a cutoff of 12 years. Subjects having ages larger than 12 years are denoted by Senior and those less than or equal to 12 years denoted by Junior. Consider the performances of Kendall and Pearson over the case and control data, regardless of gender and age. The graphs are shown in Figure 4 . It can be observed that Kendall and Pearson provide very different sparse median graphs. Figure 5 further provides the comparison of the brain connectivity graphs obtained using Kendall on Case and Control data. Of note, there appears to be more homotopic connections (those connecting the left and right hemispheres) in the graph estimated using Kendall. The difference between the estimated sparse median graphs of the cases and control subjects using Kendall. Here, the black color represents the edges only present in the median graph for cases but not in controls persons, while the red represents the opposite.
A more detailed analysis was subsequently attempted. The methods Kendall and Pearson are conducted on sub populations to find difference between graphs with different covariate levels. For example, median graphs between cases and controls were investigated within gender. Summary statistics for these subpopulations differences are presented in Table 1 . It is observed that pearson tends to downgrade the difference, especially with regard to stratifying by age grouping. Table 1 : Summary statistics of the ADHD median graph differences estimated at whole data, gender and age levels. For any label L, L represents the number of edges estimated using the data under this label. For any two labels L 1 and L 2 , L 1 > L 2 represents the number of edges only present in the estimated graph of label L 1 , but not in that of label L 2 ; L 1 < L 2 is vice versa. The label whole represents the entire data across all covariate levels.
Kendall
Pearson 
ABIDE data
In this section we study the results of the proposed method on another brain imaging dataset, the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) (Di Martino et al., 2013) . The ABIDE data have a similar data structure as the ADHD data, and include 1,043 subjects, in which 499 are diagnosed autism. A similar data pre-processing approach was used, as discussed in the last section (Kang, 2013) . Here the data are compressed by , 2002) . Region labels are shown in Table 2 . Refer to Di Martino et al. (2013) for detailed discussions in the data pre-processing procedures. We then applied the two competing methods on this dataset. First consider the difference between the results produced by Pearson and Kendall. Table 3 provides some summary statistics about the sparse median graphs. It can be shown that Kendall more clearly differentiates disease status via the estimated sparse median graphs than Pearson. Of course the theoretical results lend further support, though the conclusion depends on the existence of actual differences between groups. Table 3 : Summary statistics of the ABIDE data networks estimated using the case and control data. Here a label indicator L in the table refers to the number of edges using the data in this label. L1>L2 represents the number of edges only present in the graph estimated using the data in L1, and vise versa. We further visualize the results produced by Kendall. Figure 6 (A) plots the sparse median graph on the control data and Figure 6 (B) plots the difference between the graphs estimated using the control and case data. Each red line represents an edge that presents only in the case graph, while each black line represents an edge that presents only in the control graph. We find that in the case graph the probability of two remote regions linked together is higher than that in the control graph.
Discussion
In this paper we discuss the concept of median graph in analyzing complex aggregated datasets, propose a unified framework for conducting inference on such datasets and provide theoretical analysis and empirical experiments in evaluating the performance of the proposed methods. Experiments on both synthetic and real datasets illustrate the empirical usefulness of our models and methods.
The results on the ADHD 200 and ABIDE data sets offer a compelling preview of the potential utility of the approach. The current analysis is primarily illustrative, but motivates a more thorough inferential investigation of the median graph properties and network modification with disease.
